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QUESTION 1

Which of the following Sterling Call Center business requirements CANNOT be implemented using the out of the box
application? 

A. Monitor orders for FTC compliance. 

B. Schedule appointments for delivery items. 

C. Initiate returns and refunds to customers immediately, if required. 

D. Retrieve a WebSphere Commerce shopping cart from the Sterling Call Center. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer pays for an order using a Credit Card and a Gift Card. The business requirement is to authorize Credit
Cards, charge any Gift Cards presented, and provide an immediate response to the customer. Which of the following
APIs can be used to implement this? 

A. requestCollection 

B. executeCollection 

C. processOrderCollection 

D. processOrderPayments 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following configurations CANNOT be possible with the out of the box functions related to the authorization
and settlement process? 

A. Control the number of times an authorization can be used. 

B. Specify the authorization that should be used for a specific settlement. 

C. Raise a notification for an unused authorization X hours prior to expiration. 

D. Determine whether an Authorization amount can exceed the Settlement amount. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the following image for details on ORDER number "Y10001" 
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A customer wants to return three quantities of an item to a business. The business requirement is that 50% of the
shipping charge should be refunded for any partial return. 

How can a solution designer model the refund upfront and monitor the receipt of goods? 

A. Call repriceOrder API for the return order document type. 

B. Implement YFSOrderRepricingUE for the return order document type. 

C. Call getOrderPrice API and invoke YPMCalculateShippingCharge user exit at order level. 

D. Out of the box configuration is available in Sterling Order Management. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A business has a requirement to run quality checks on incoming purchase orders before the supply is made available to
onhand inventory. The process is as follows: 1.The inbound supply is received in warehouse and the status of receipt is
"Received". Supply should be updated to HELD. 2.The supply is inspected through a custom transaction that changes
receipt status from "Received" to "Inspected". Supply should be updated to ONHAND. The implementation does not use
Sterling Warehouse Management System. How can a solution designer model the supply update aspect of this
process? 

A. The disposition should be configured to supply type mapping. 

B. In Status Inventory Types, update Buyer supply type to HELD for Status "Received" and add a new entry for Status
"Inspected" with Buyersupply type as ONHAND 

C. Upon Receipt on goods in warehouse, call AdjustInventory API to update SupplyType to HELD and similarly call
AdjustInventory to updateSupplyType to ONHAND once goods are inspected. 

D. In Status Inventory Types, update Seller supply type to HELD for Status "Received" and add a new entry for 

Status "Inspected" with Sellersupply type as ONHAND. Check Update Seller Supply. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A retailer\\'s delivery rules do not allow shipping for an open box television (TV) that is more than 150 miles away.
However, they do support moving this TV through a network of stores that are spread throughout the country, until it
reaches a store that supports delivery to the customer. The retailer needs to configure such a multi-hop transfer of
inventory through the supply chain and provide an accurate promise date to a customer who is over 1000 miles away
from the store with the open box TV. In order to do so, Sterling Order Management considers all the following
configuration settings EXCEPT for: 
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A. Receiving store calendar. 

B. Receipt Processing Time. 

C. Delivery resource pool capacity. 

D. Transfer relationship across stores. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following is a concept related to provided services and delivery services? 

A. Resource pool 

B. Naming service 

C. Composite service 

D. Resource hierarchy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

In the current IBM Sterling Selling and Fulfillment implementation, there are new tables defined by the implementation
team that contain configuration data, and this data needs to be migrated across many environments. In order to migrate
the data using the Configuration Deployment Tool (CDT), a solution designer should add the new table list in which of
the following files? 

A. $INSTALL_DIR/resources/ydkresources/ydkprefs.xml 

B. $INSTALL_DIR/properties/customer_overrides.properties 

C. $INSTALL_DIR/resources/ydkresources/cdt_custom.xml 

D. $INSTALL_DIR/resources/ydkresources/cdt_dbdefaults.properties 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A business loads catalog data into Sterling and wishes to make use of the Real-Time Availability Monitor (RTAM). To do
so, the business needs to define and associate Available To Promise (ATP) monitoring rules in Sterling. Different
"types" of items have common monitoring threshold requirements. For example, all electronics have same desired
thresholds. How should this be modeled in Sterling to MINIMIZE maintenance and customization? 

A. Use manage Item API to update ATP rule value for each individual item. 

B. Look up item classification, use manage InventoryMonitorRule and publish availability as appropriate. 
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C. Define the appropriate ATP rules in Sterling and then pass the appropriate values when triggering the RTAM on
Sterling. 

D. Define classification hierarchy and assign to "Inherited Item Attributes" usage, and then assign an ATP rule to each
"type" of item such that it is inherited by all items of that type. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Payment type charge sequence is configured as follows: 

-Credit Card Sequence: 2 

-

 Gift Card Sequence: 1 

-

 Loyalty Card Sequence: 0 Loyalty Card Sequence: 0 All tenders require authorization and charge. An order totaling
$120 is created with three payment methods with the following maximum charge limits and sequences passed: 

-Credit Card: Max Charge $100 - Sequence 2 

-

 Loyalty Card: Max Charge $10 - Sequence 1 

-

 Gift Card: Max Charge $ 20 - Sequence 0 Gift Card: Max Charge $ 20 - Sequence 0 What is the sequence in which
authorization requests are created, and in what amounts? 

A. 

Loyalty Card $10, Gift Card $20, Credit Card $90 

B. 

Gift Card $20, Loyalty Card $10, Credit Card $90 

C. 

Credit Card $100, Loyalty Card $10, Gift Card $10 

D. 

Gift Card $20, Loyalty Card $10, Credit Card $100 

Correct Answer: B 
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